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We’re looking for an awesome to join our agile team in Porto (remote friendly)!

 Technical Writer
Whether you have recently graduated university, just started in the field, or have been around for a while, you 
should definitely think about applying! 

 

Technical Writer targeting on your terms

What are we looking for?

We’re looking for someone that’d love to be responsible for

 Creating and maintaining documentation for both developers and client
 Creating simple flow diagrams to simplify difficult logic flow
 Collaborating with stakeholders in order to produce high-quality documentation 


What we can offer:
-	Great and flexible working conditions 
-	Competitive salary with lots of benefits 
-	Chance to work on a leading-edge project 
-	Work right next to Casa da Musica (close to public transport) 
-	And all the other usual things – work from home, free snacks, team activities, 
   beers in the fridge, and FIFA



Like what you’ve read? Email us at jobs@semasio.com
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It’s awesome if you:
 Are a great student, but an even better teache
 Are proficient in English (C1 or native
 Wrote and edited English texts at a career level
 Love learning on the job
 Have strong feelings about the Oxford comma (yes, there is a right answer
 Have some knowledge about IT and online advertising (but not essential)
 Don’t run away screaming when we mention:  

Who are we?
We develop high performance, big data, low latency systems for online marketing. We 
are an international company with offices in the US, Germany, Denmark, and a 
development team here in Portugal.   

The Porto team is made up of a diverse set of folks from multiple backgrounds and 
expertise. If you want to know more, check out semasio.com. 

Are pedantic and 
willing to keep writing 
until it all makes sense

Think that nothing is 
too complex if you just 

use the right words and 
ask the right questions

You’ll definitely stand out if you...

Nice to Have

Elev.io

Confluence Draw.io
MS Word

Figma


